Greetings patient Spooky Pinball customers!

It’s time... and if you are getting this, you are one of the lucky ones on the 50 LE Rob Zombie games list! You’ll get a numbered plaque, special metal armor & powdercoat, and this backglass...

We know, you’re speechless because it’s that damn awesome right?! Like Alex Horley is now the pinball artist of the year and stuff!

So... first, let’s talk about AMH. It’s great, it’s fun, and we learned a lot about how to set up a company and a game, both good and bad. We’re currently building a bigger better shop (we’ll actually own our own place now!) to set up production, and hope to be in there by Jan. 1st. That’s 2016... like 3 weeks away! As far as build quality, we have an all new ball trough that is MUCH better in design. We’ve also added a whole new prettier and easier to work with ball apron, and spent a lot of time eliminating those pesky ball traps! We learn, we get better, and so do the games. Even the code updates will be easier... Ben Heck now has you simply loading new code on an SD card! Easy peasy, and a HUGE improvement.

So... how do you secure your Rob Zombie game? Simple... reply to Kayte in this email, tell her you’re in, and put $1,000 down. Check’s are great, PayPal if you need that is fine too. PLEASE BE CONFIDENT IN YOUR PURCHASE BEFORE YOU COMMIT! We don’t like the pre-order junk any more than you do, and we’re working hard to get away from it. We’re going with $1,000 down to secure your game, and NOTHING more until it’s ready to ship to you. We plan on getting the first games out the door in February of 2016, and will do all we can to keep games moving faster and better than we did on AMH.  

LE Price is $6495

Once you reply and commit, Kayte will give you your game number... and off we go!

From our family to yours, we can’t thank you enough for the support... and we will keep working hard to make Spooky Pinball something GREAT for pinball! :-) 

Charlie, KT, Bug, & Squirrel, and the Minions